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Climate Change in the Sunlight
The book explores the deciding evidence
between two opposing models for the Sun:
The Plasma Sun model, and the Hydrogen
Sun model. The latter is the widely
accepted model of the internally heated
Sun as a sphere of hydrogen gas. The
complete opposite model is that of the
externally powered Sun that exists as a
sphere of plasma, with plasma-fusion
reactions occurring on its surface. This
model is often referred to as the Electric
Sun
model.
Both
models
have
correspondingly opposite consequences for
humanity, because of their oppositely
perceived climate dynamics.
Two key
factors stand between the two models. One
factor is the rich spectrum of sunlight that
includes all colors and shades of colors.
The other factor is the presence of
numerous lines of light absorption bands
that are overlaid onto sunlight band. Only
one model for the Sun can create these two
commonly visible phenomena. This model
is the Plasma Sun model. The evidence that
we find in the sunlight proves the widely
promoted Hydrogen Sun model to be false.
In this difference we find the key to the big
climate changes on Earth that reflect
changing solar cosmic-ray flux, which is
inherent only in the Plasma Sun model,
which in turn affects cloudiness, with
cloudiness affecting the climate on Earth.
Thus, the key for understanding climate
change, is visible in the sunlight. The key
is not found in man-made CO2.
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Climate Change: Incoming Sunlight NOAA Does the Sun cause global warming or climate change? Changing Sun,
Changing Climate Oct 7, 2010 New data indicates that changes in the Suns output of energy were a by NASAs Solar
Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) satellite. Suns activity shown to influence natural climate change - New
Atlas Aug 31, 2009 Small changes in the suns brightness can have big impacts on our planets weather and climate. And
now scientists have detailed how that A changing sun, a changing climate? -- ScienceDaily Mar 2, 2015 It is known
that the Sun plays an important part in controlling the Earths climate, but now researchers show that solar activity affects
climate The Sun Causes Climate Change - Friends of Science Sep 26, 2016 They wanted to better understand the
relationship between the cyclically changing patterns of sunlight and variations in climate, against a Earths warming:
how scientists know its not the sun Yale Climate Sun and climate have been going in opposite directions. Figure 1
shows the trend in global temperature compared to changes in the amount of solar energy No, the sun isnt driving
global warming - The Washington Post Learn how the sun affects our climate in this primer from the Union of
Concerned The rate of energy coming from the sun changes slightly day to day. How Does the Sun Affect Our
Climate? Union of Concerned Apr 16, 2008 All these changes, over thousands of years, causes Earths climate to
Changes in the Sun and changes in Earths orbit affect the amount of Sun & climate: moving in opposite directions Skeptical Science Because of this, how clouds respond to changes in solar energy output is a crucial aspect of the Suns
influence on climate. (Photographs courtesy Dr. Robert Tiny Solar Activity Changes Affect Earths Climate Climate, the average weather over a period of many years, differs in regions of the world that receive different amounts
of sunlight and have different geographic Much of recent global warming actually caused by Sun The Register Feb
23, 2015 This its the sun claim is an extremely popular argument with climate change doubters according to the
website Skeptical Science, it is the Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet: Causes - NASA: Climate Do these
natural phenomena have a greater impact on climate change than humans Scientists believe that the number of spots on
the sun cycles over time, Sun & climate: moving in opposite directions - Skeptical Science Mar 27, 2017 For the
first time, model calculations show a plausible way that fluctuations in solar activity could have a tangible impact on the
climate. One of the key questions facing climate researchers is whether these fluctuations have any effect at all on the
Earths climate. Solar Variability and Terrestrial Climate Science Mission Directorate Aug 19, 2014 The effect of
the sun on natural climate change has been one of constant debate, and its degree of influence varies dependent upon the
climate The Role of Sunspots and Solar Winds in Climate Change Sep 1, 2009 The Sun is the main source of power
for the Earths climate machine. Space-based measurements, begun in 1978, indicate Earth receives an Dont blame the
solar cycle for global warming Climate Home Its reasonable to assume that changes in the suns energy output would
cause the climate to change, since the sun is the fundamental source of energy that Suns Impact on Climate Change
Overestimated? Sun and climate have been going in opposite directions. Figure 1: Annual global temperature change
(thin light red) with 11 year moving average of Probing the Role of the Sun In an Era of Global Warming - Yale
E360 Sep 20, 2011 Evidence of the suns role in warming the earth steams climate alarmists. an inverse correlation
between periodic changes in sunspot activity Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) Fact Sheet Sun
and climate have been going in opposite directions. Figure 1: Annual global temperature change (thin light red) with 11
year moving average of Global Warming : Feature Articles - NASA Earth Observatory Aug 1, 2011 Anyone who
doubts that the Sun has a profound impact on climate just hasnt been paying attention. A mere change in the sun angle
from Sun & climate: moving in opposite directions - Skeptical Science A video with evidence that resolves the
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paradoxes in current perception of the Sun and related concepts of climate change and the resulting consequences. How
the Sun Affects Climate: Solar and Milankovitch Cycles Since it is the Suns energy that drives the weather system,
scientists naturally wondered whether they might connect climate changes with solar variations. How Does Climate
Change? - UCAR Center for Science Education Most often, global climate has changed because of variations in
sunlight. Earths surface and the Sun, ocean surface temperature changes, global sea level, Sorry, But With Global
Warming Its The Sun, Stupid - Forbes Oct 15, 2015 Why do they rule out the Sun as the major cause of climate
change over the past seven or so decades? Because the energy Earth receives How Sunlight Controls Climate Scientific American Oct 8, 2010 A decline in the suns activity may warm, not cool Earthsuggesting suns role in
climate change is more complicated than thought, scientists Climate Change in the Sunlight - New Ice Age Ahead For
more information, see Climate Science >> The Sun section here, or our Climate Change Science Essay here. Click
NEXT for Al Gore was Wrong About Global Warming -- Research Issues - Stanford Solar Center Jan 8, 2013
Understanding the sun-climate connection requires a breadth of as in the case of a change in solar cycle forcing, not all
locations are affected Aug 29, 2016 The suns impact on our planets climate has recently been a hotly debated topic in
the context of climate change. The controversy around this Sun Affects Climate Change More Than Previously
Thought Suns impact on climate change quantified for first time - Jan 16, 2013 Even small changes in solar
activity can impact Earths climate in significant and surprisingly complex ways, researchers say. The suns solar
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